
Bock 4 Maggie’s Wildflowers -

Alternate Cutting Directions

Same as original instructions:
Fabric A - Cut (1) 3 ⅜” square
Fabric B - Cut (2) 2 ⅞” squares.  Cut this on the diagonal once, as in the original directions
Fabric D - Cut (4) 2 ½” squares

Fast Flying Goose Units:
Fabric C and I - Cut (4) 3 ¼” squares from each fabric.
Fabric E and F - Cut (1) 5 ½” square from each fabric.

Four at a time Half Square Triangles:
Fabric G: Cut (2) 4 ½” squares
Fabric H: Cut (1) 4 ½” squares
Fabric I: Cut (3) 4 ½” squares

Center Unit - Fabrics A and B.
After cutting A and B fabrics, attach to create a square in a square unit. I folded my A fabric in
half both ways and pressed to create center lines to align the triangle tips with for accurate
piecing. Sew the outside triangles on each side. Press open and square up to 4 ½” x 4 ½”
making sure to protect the 1/4 “ seam allowances.



Fast flying goose units: With Fabrics C and E.

Press or draw a center line through the diagonals of the C squares.   Line two squares  along
the diagonal of the E fabric, right sides together. They will overlap some. Pin or secure in place.
Sew ¼” away on both sides of the center line.
Cut down the center and press open.  (Awww… little hearts!)
Line the remaining C fabrics on each of the center of the “heart” units.
Sew ¼” down both sides of the marked diagonal.
Cut down the centers and press open.  ( I forgot to get a picture of this step!)
Trim to 2 ½” x 4 ½”.
Repeat with fabrics F and I



Four at a Time Half Square Triangles:  With Fabrics G, H and I
Place fabrics G and H right sides together with fabrics I.  Sew around all four sides.  Cut each
sewn square on the diagonal both ways. Open and press. Square to 2 ½”.

Layout Your Blocks to ensure you have the correct placement!   Sew together in sections, as
shown.


